
From the Kids:   What Makes Parents Approachable so that 
Kids Feel Safe, Secure and able to Share Problems & Seek Advice  
Catherine Steiner-Adair (2013) The Big Disconnect 

What we say and how we say it matters! 

Responding versus Reacting 

1.  Approachable versus ‘Scary’  
      Hypervigilant, over-reactive, extreme judgement or catastrophic predictions 

“You ruined your chance to get into college . . .” 
“Promise me you’ll never do that . . .”    “What were you thinking?” 

2. Calm versus ‘Crazy’ 
Amplifying the emotion or drama in a situation  
Holding a grudge, overreacting, escalating conflict, an enmeshed reaction 

3. Informed & Realistic versus ‘Clueless’ 
Don’t understand what is going on, overwhelmed by it,  
Abdicate parental authority in favor of keeping peace with our kids 

Do what I say, not what I do . . . 
Our common mistake. They are watching us so carefully . . .  

We May:     Break rules and say its ok   (exceptions versus the expectation this can set up) 
         Be inconsiderate or rude to other people 
         Say mean things about other people/kids  
         Spend too much time on our devices 

They worry that we will be too judgmental about technology missteps so they don’t share with  
us but share on-line with a wide audience of  ‘friends and strangers’.  

Responsible Parenting includes limit setting  &  corrective guidance.    We must: 
1. Talk to our kids about the issues and concerns with technology  
2. Set limits on technology use for EVERYONE in the family  
3. Keep kids accountable – consistency matters! 
4. Coach them on how to handle anger, frustrations, disappointments 
5. Sustain real life interactions, relationships and experiences 

Amnesty :  ‘You won’t get in as much trouble as you will if you wait to tell me.’ 

And as a parent wanting your child to share:  
Initially you can’t ask too many of the details in an incident as safety is what is most important  
and you are building their trust to share the misstep with you.   

Kids are not their mistakes!  Don’t label kids as their mistakes! 
Restorative Justice Approaches are needed for technology missteps! 



Great sites:     www.familiesmanagingmedia.com  
    www.raisingdigitalnatives.com 

If you do not change direction, you may end up where you are heading. ~ Lao Tzu 

The Sustainable Family 

1.  Develops a family philosophy about technology that reflects and supports family values and well-being 
- Deep connections of presence, attention, embodied emotional attunement 
- Words of love matter   “I love you, I am here to protect you, I am here to help you” 
- Uses tech talk at home – acknowledge different family realities, why you are making the choices you 

are for the family, doesn’t demonize other families  
- House rules & contracts for the use of technology that continue to be adapted to changing   

 developmental needs and new tech innovations 

2.  Encourages play and plays together 
- Solo play to enjoy our own company and builds capacity to be alone and play creatively 
- Family play by being together and bringing imagination to activities across generations 

3.  Nourishes meaningful connection and thoughtful conversation  
- Embodied conversation that shares feelings, values, expectations, and optimism 
- Family as ‘conversation mentors’ at dinnertime & in conflict resolution 
- Undivided attention, reciprocal process, role modeling problem solving, curiosity, whimsy 

4. Understands the uniqueness of each family member, encourages independence & individual interests 
- Acceptance 
- Flexibility 

5. Has built-in mechanisms for healthy disagreements 
- Parents set limits consistently and act thoughtfully with parental authority 
- Do the hard parenting work: demonstrating accountability, authority, openness, transparency 

Not just  “Trust me” but  “Here’s why I . . .”  
- Make the Control Shift from Corrective (parental boss) You are on Facebook!?Shouldn’t you be 

doing your homework? To     Connective (inner boss) Are you following through on that 
commitment you made to yourself to do your homework? 

-
6.  Has values, wisdom, links to the past and future & some common language they share with   

family & friends 
- Open, adaptive, inclusive, tolerant, flexible  
- Always a work in progress: A practice 
- Co-creating the story of the family  

7. Provide experiences off-line in which children can experience and cultivate an inner life, solitude,  
and connection to the natural world 
- Cultivates the capacity for peace, nourish the growth of spirituality and the search for meaning 
- Fosters solitude, deep thinking, stillness, contentment, gratitude, interconnection 
- Respects the pace and sequence of what children need as they grow and develop 
- Parents as stewards of their children and our children as stewards of the future  

“Slow time no time always enough time.”   Catherine Steiner-Adair (2013) 


